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Critical currents in ballistic two-dimensional InAs-based superconducting weak links
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The critical supercurrentI c carried by a short~0.3 to 0.8 mm) ballistic two-dimensional InAs-based electron
gas between superconducting niobium electrodes is studied. In relating the maximum value to the resistance of
the weak link in the normal stateRn a much lower value is found than theoretically expected for a ballistic
system. The energy scale which characterizes the observed temperature dependence is comparable to the
energy associated with the product ofI c and Rn . We point out that although the transport between the
electrodes is ballistic, in the InAs underneath the superconducting electrodes the transport is diffusive, an
experimental case which has not yet been studied theoretically.@S0163-1829~99!09741-6#
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Supercurrents in ballistic superconductor–normal-met
superconductor (SNS) structures are microscopically due
Andreev bound states. The pairing interaction which lead
an energy gap ofD around the Fermi energyEF in the su-
perconductor~S! is absent in the normal material~N! and the
normal electrons are communicating with the supercond
ors via Andreev reflection.1 If an electron with wave numbe
ke5kF1E/\vF ~with E the energy fromEF , and vF the
Fermi velocity! Andreev reflects, a Cooper pair is formed
the superconductor and a hole with wave vectorkh5kF
2E/\vF is reflected into the normal region. The dynamic
phase acquired by the incoming electron is therefore op
site to the dynamical phase acquired by the retroreflec
hole which travels back along the same path. Such ph
conjugated closed trajectories of electrons and holes cou
via Andreev reflections lead to a discrete set of energy le
at energies which are dependent on the difference of
macroscopic phases of the superconductors. A supercu
can flow through these bound states. Using these conc
the maximum supercurrentI c can be calculated2–11 and re-
lated to the normal state resistanceRn of the weak link.
Experimentally~see Fig. 1! we find that theI cRn product,
which is independent of the width of the device, is mu
lower than theoretically predicted. Theselow values are the
most prominent deviation from theory for samples that
experimentally in the required ballistic limit.12–20

For short junctions where the junction lengthL!j0
5\vF/2D so that (ke2kh)L'0 there is only one bound
state per mode in the energy windowEF6D. At T50, the
I cRn product ispD/e. The theory describing such ballisti
short junctions is known as KO I~after Kulik and
Omelyanchuk4!. The associated temperature dependence
the critical current is shown in Fig. 2. If intermode scatteri
is introduced in the normal region between the two sup
conductors, one can calculate the averageI cRn product for
such a diffusive system. Kulik and Omelyanchuk4 find that
^I c&^Rn&50.66pD/e ~KO II !. For comparison, for a tunne
junction the Ambegaokar-Baratoff result givespD/2eRn .
For this short junction limit the temperature dependence
the three different cases is illustrated in Fig. 2.

For longer junctions, the energy scale that sets theI cRn
product is notD but the Thouless energyETh .21,22 The
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~18!/13135~4!/$15.00
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Thouless energy is related to the electron dwell time in
junction. For a diffusive system it isETh,d5\D/L2 with D
the diffusion constant. For a ballistic system it isETh,b
5\vF /L. The distinction between long and short is set
the ratio of the Thouless energy compared to the energy
D. For temperatureskBT.ETh , the associated temperatu
dependence of the critical current is exp(2AkBT/ETh,b) and
exp(2kBT/ETh,b) for the diffusive and the ballistic cases, re
spectively.

A schematic figure and a scanning electron micrograph
the sample are shown in Fig. 3. The Nb electrodes
coupled by a two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! in a 15
nm thick InAs quantum well~QW! between AlSb barriers
To produce the sample a mesa etch pattern is first writte
PMMA using electron beam lithography~EBL!. This pattern
is transferred to the heterostructure by wet etching of
AlSb top layer and the InAs quantum well. Secondly, t
electrode pattern is defined inPMMA with EBL and the AlSb
top layer is removed by chemical wet etching to expose
InAs QW. Finally the sample is loaded in a UHV chamb
where the InAs QW surface is cleaned with a 500 eV Ar-i
bombardment prior to deposition of 70 nm thick Nb ele
trodes.

Four junctions were prepared on the same chip of InAs
the same production batch. The mesa etch width is
50.7 mm. The Nb-2DEG contact is made in the dark regi
in Fig. 3 ~indicated as bare InAs under Nb!. The interelec-
trode distanceL is the length of the channel between the

FIG. 1. Current-voltage characteristic for sample No. 4 illustr
ing the experimental definitions ofI c andI cRn , indicated by arrows
(T50.7 K).
13 135 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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13 136 PRB 60HEIDA, VAN WEES, KLAPWIJK, AND BORGHS
regions; it ranges from 0.32 to 0.78mm. The channel itself
is covered with an AlSb top layer to ensure a high mobili
ballistic channel.

The samples have an electron densityns
52.131016 m22 as obtained from Shubnikov–de Ha
measurements of the actual sample. Given the mobility
10 m2/V s, the mean free path is larger than 1mm, much
longer than the channel lengthL. The low magnetic field data
~Fig. 4! support the assumption that the channel is ind
ballistic. For B,0.3 T the differential resistance is modu
lated by the presence of a supercurrent. The low field m
netoresistance is dominated by magnetic depopulation of
electron modes in the ballistic channel. For low magne
fields wherel c@ 1

2 W, with l c5\kF /eB, the magnetoresis
tance is given by

R5
h

2e2

p

WkF
1

p3W

12hkF
3

B2 ~1!

FIG. 2. Critical current as a function of temperature for a sh
ballistic contact~KO1, top! and a short diffusive contact~KO2,
bottom!. The supercurrent is normalized toI c5pD/eRn .

FIG. 3. Top: schematic cut through of a sample. Bottom: sc
ning electron microscope picture of a sample.
,
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using a Taylor approximation of the number of modes in
two-dimensional electron gas.23 With the measured value
for ns and W, the parabolic behaviorR5aB2 ~with a
5p3W/12hkF

3) is expected to havea'60. The measured
values ofa are also given in Table I and are comparable
those expected from the material geometry and mate
properties: consistent with the assumption that the chann
ballistic. The first term of Eq.~1! is the Sharvin resistance
The measured resistances~see Table I! are higher than the
Sharvin resistanceRSh5(h/2e2)(p/kFW)5160V which we
primarily attribute to some remnant scattering at the int
faces. From their low resistance, we conclude that the ju
tions have highly transparent interfaces which is suppor
by a decrease in resistance below the superconductor gap
to Andreev reflection.

Both the width and the length of the samples are sma
than the inelastic scattering length of the material,l in
'10 mm.24 At the low temperatures used it is also smal
than the thermal coherence lengthjT5\vF/2pkBT
'15 mm ~at 0.1 K!. Thus the junction length and width ar
smaller than the phase coherence lengthl f5min(jT ,lin).
Moreover, the junction dimensions are comparable to
superconducting coherence lengthj05\vF /2D'0.5 mm
~with D51.1 meV, obtained from the superconducting tra
sition temperature of the Nb!, so that they are in between th
long (L@j0) and short (L!j0) limit.

Thus, the sample is a ballistic channel between two h
transparency superconducting electrodes and electrons
travel phase coherently between the electrodes. Therefo
theory the junctions are expected to carry a supercurrent
an I cRn product of the order ofpD/e.

The experimentally obtainedI c and I cRn values at 0.1 K
are given in Table I. The sample leads were filtered by

t

-

FIG. 4. Magnetoresistance at 4.2 K showing magnetic depo
lation of the channel region.

TABLE I. Experimental parameters of the junctions.Rn is de-
rived from the slope of the IV curve,a is the coefficient of the
parabolic fit to the magnetoresistance between 0.3 and 1.0 T.
critical currentI c is the value measured atT50.1 K. I c and I cRn

are determined in the manner indicated in vs. temperature c
shows an exponential decay with coefficientT0.

Sample L Rn a Ic I cRn T8 T0 kBT0 /e

(mm) (V) (V/T2) ~nA! (mV) ~K! ~K! (meV)

3 0.32 468 53 79 37 0.25 0.47 41
4 0.47 300 68 260 78 0.25 0.91 78
5 0.63 451 97 62 28 0.25 0.55 43
6 0.78 456 81 80 36 0.30 0.51 44
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PRB 60 13 137CRITICAL CURRENTS IN BALLISTIC TWO- . . .
home made cryogenic filter connected to the mixing cham
of the dilution fridge. The filters contain for each~manganin!
lead a three stage low pass RC filter~with very low induc-
tance metal film resistors of 2.7 kV and ceramic disc ca
pacitors of 1 nF! after which the leads pass a segment fill
with fine Cu powder before connection to the sample el
trodes. Without these filters the noise temperature is hig
than the bath temperature. In the temperature range use
the experiments~below 2.5 K! the temperature dependen
of the superconductor energy gap does not play a role.~The
Nb electrodes have aTc of 7 K, see Fig. 2.! Rn in Table I is
the slope of the current voltage characteristic at low voltag
Due to multiple Andreev reflection,25 this resistance deviate
slightly from the normal resistance at voltagesV.2D/e
which is theRn referred to in the theoretical work. In th
voltage carrying state, multiple Andreev reflection leads t
smearing of the distribution function.26 This can effectively
be seen as heating. This leads to hysteresis because th
percurrent in the voltage carrying state is lower than the
percurrent through the Andreev bound states which
populated according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution functi
in the zero voltage state. To describe the hysteresis by
RCSJ model, the needed capacitance is far higher than
capacitance calculated from geometry an upper limit
which is 1 fF, disregarding the fact that the capacitor pla
are connected by a conducting channel.27

Both the observed values ofRn andI cRn donot scale with
the interelectrode separationL so that from the experimen
we expect that the junctions are in the short junction lim
However, the critical current magnitude is much smaller th
expected for a junction with transparent interfaces in
short junction limit. Sample No. 4 has a higherI cRn product
than the three other samples. This is accompanied by a lo
normal resistance while the material parameters such as
electron density are identical.

In Fig. 5 the temperature dependence of the critical c
rent is shown. To determine the critical current a dedica
electronic circuit is used. The output is the current at wh
the voltage across the junction exceeds a minimum volt
(8 mV). For a sharp current voltage characteristic~such as
in Fig. 1! this is the critical current. Due to noise the s
minimum voltage can be exceeded before the critical cur
is reached which leads to the noise inI c in Fig. 5. This noise
is more prominent in the panels which show a lowI c . If the
current voltage characteristics are rounded due to ther
fluctuations this method cannot be used because the m
sured output differs from the intrinsic critical current. In th
range the critical current is obtained from a fit of the curre
voltage characteristic to the RSJ model with thermal nois28

In apparent contrast to Thomaset al.29 we find, within our
measurement accuracy, excellent agreement with this mo
which allows us to determine the critical current also at
evated temperatures. Where this method was used, these
ues are shown as dots in Fig. 5.

All samples show a decay of the critical current with te
perature. A temperatureT8 is defined above which this deca
is faster than below.T8 is approximately 0.3 K~see Table I!.
Over the range measured the critical current does not satu
down to the lowest temperature. The observedI c(T) has a
negative curvature forT.T8 whereas theoretically, for sma
junctions the curvature is postive over the entire tempera
er
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range irrespective of junction transparency.11 In the concave
region the data can be fitted well with an exponential de
@ I c} exp(2T/T0)#. The temperature rangeT0 over which I c
decreases with a factore is also tabulated in Table I. The
junctionsA, C, andD have, within the fitting accuracy, iden
tical T0 irrespective of their length. We note that for sampl
Nos. 3 and 6 this is a property shared with theirI cRn prod-
uct. Junction B shows a doubling of both theI cRn product
and the decay temperatureT0. The range over which the fi
to an exponential decay is performed is not very large
shows that the characteristic decay temperatureT0 is compa-
rable to, and seems directly related to theI cRn product of the
junctions.

This case, intermediate between ballistic and diffusive
not been studied theoretically. However, we like to point o
that also in the case of diffusive transport in our group
have not been able to obtain quantitative agreement betw
theory and experiment in particular for the case of sam
specific fluctuations.30

The most prominent observation here is the lowI cRn
product. We find that both the critical current magnitude a
its I c vs temperature curve are independent of the junct
length. Sample No. 4 has a higherI cRn product and a higher
decay temperatureT0 accompanied by a lower normal resi
tanceRn . We find ~Table I! that the energy scales of th
three measured parametersI cRn and T0 are comparable.
Also, the energy scale ofT8 is of the same order of magni
tude. Interpretation of these temperatures as a Thouless
ergy setting the scale of theI cRn product for a long junction
would mean either a low diffusion constantD or an effective
junction lengthL of about ten times its physical length. Bot
are incompatible with the ballisticity of the channel.

A possible origin of the low supercurrent may be scatt
ing introduced by Ar etching of the InAs surface prior to N
deposition. The ion bombardment, intended to remove

FIG. 5. Supercurrent versus temperature. The dots are va
determined from the IV characteristic and the RSJ model with th
mal noise.
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13 138 PRB 60HEIDA, VAN WEES, KLAPWIJK, AND BORGHS
native oxide, also modifies the region under the Nb cont
Locally the bombardment reduces the electron mean
path to approximately 10 nm and induces a high elect
density so that the interface is nonspecular.31 Whereas for
Andreev reflection from a specular interface, the hole is
roreflected and has the same wavevector as the incom
electron from which it originates, the reflected hole from
diffusive interface has partial waves in all directions.32 A
rough estimate of this effect yields a depressedI cRn product
comparable to the measured result. To form an Andr
bound state, the electron or hole should still be in the sa
mode after two Andreev reflections the probability of whi
is 1/N2 with fully diffusive Andreev reflection where the
Andreev reflected quasiparticle in modei is distributed over
all modes 0•••N. Consequently, the supercurrent for t
N-mode wide junction would be depressed by a fac
N/N251/N51/30.

Volkov et al.33 have shown theoretically that the ele
tronic states in the InAs quantum well under the Nb el
trode with a highly transparent interface have an effect
excitation gap. Its magnitude is comparable to the Nb sup
conducting gap and the electrons from the channel Andr
s
in
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reflect of this induced excitation gap. The presented exp
mental work does not support the presence of this gap in
studied sample. Maybe the prerequisite of adiabaticity is
fully satisfied in our samples.

In conclusion, we have observed that the supercurren
ballistic mesoscopic Josephson junctions is at least an o
of magnitude smaller than expected from theory which
sumes ideal boundaries. We have found that theI cRn prod-
uct, the temperatureT8 above whichI c(T) decreases expo
nentially, andT0, the decay temperature of this exponent
decrease have a comparable energy scale. For our well c
acterized junctions with ballistic channels, the disordered
gion under the Nb contacts may well cause the loweredI cRn
products observed.

We acknowledge discussions with S. G. den Hartog a
A. F. Morpurgo, and the technical support of B. Wolfs. Th
work was supported by the Netherlands Organization
Scientific Research through the Foundation for Fundame
Research on Matter~FOM! and the Royal Dutch Academy o
Sciences.
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